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EXPERIENCE
Since 1960 Imperial has been devoted solely to manufacturing church furniture. Imperial believes in doing one thing and doing it very well.

WARRANTY
Pews manufactured by Imperial carry a 25 year warranty. Imperial is unmatched in the integrity with which it stands behind its products.

QUALITY
Pews from Imperial are made using the latest technology and equipment. Imperial’s current manufacturing facility was built in 1999, designed with state-of-the-art woodworking machinery. Its commitment to being the best ensures Imperial’s place as the leader for quality pews and church furniture.

VALUE
Experience teaches that when purchasing furniture, churches look for quality, comfort, and beauty at a fair price. Imperial meets that challenge.

CORPORATE STABILITY
Imperial demands of itself paying bills on time - every time. This stability ensures clients that Imperial will be around for years to come, providing dependable service should the need arise.

CONTACT IMPERIAL TODAY!
Pew Backs

Imperial offers a variety of comfortable options for pew backs and seats. Upholstered pew backs can have either 2” thick or 2 1/4” thick foam with lumbar cushion. Option on either is available to have matching fabric or finished wood on the backside of the back. Front side of the back may also have defined back panels. (page 13)

Pew Seats

Imperial offers a full line-up of the most comfortable seats in the industry. Foam seats are available with 3”, 4”, and 5” of foam. Imperial also manufactures the most dependable and luxurious spring seat available.

Lumbar Support

Studies on seating define comfort as the absence of discomfort. The primary determining factor in back comfort is the contour of the spine. The spine is a flexibly segmented column of bone divided into 25 parts. The most important of these are the five segments in the lower portion of the back called the lumbar area. These segments provide nearly all back movement. When seated, the lumbar area is placed in an unnatural curvature and can become uncomfortable. Imperial has developed a lumbar cushion to conform to and support the normal body curvature in this area. It properly positions the upper body and lumbar support to significantly add to its comfort.

Angle Back to Seat

The pew back supports only 4% of the occupant’s weight and acts primarily as a stabilizer. To provide proper stability, the seat to back angle should be in a range from 95 to 105 degrees. The Imperial pew has an angle of 100 degrees. This proper angle coupled with the support from the lumbar cushion in the back as well as the scientifically designed contoured cushioned seat eliminates pressure in the critical comfort zones to deliver seating comfort never experienced in a church pew before. Call us and see for yourself. You will be glad you did!
OVERHOLTZER CHURCH FURNITURE COMPANY’s assets, designs, equipment, records, and inventory were purchased by IMPERIAL WOODWORKS, INC. in 2003. The company formally known as OVERHOLTZER CHURCH FURNITURE COMPANY ceased to exist. Today the OVERHOLTZER product is manufactured, delivered, and installed by IMPERIAL WOODWORKS, INC. of Waco, Texas.

QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP BY America’s leader in church furniture!

Imperial’s wood back pew allows a flat wood back to be combined with any of our seat options (see pg. 2).

Imperial offers a very traditional and comfortable all-wood pew with a flat wood back and a contoured seat.
Cap Profiles

Imperial’s distinctive traditional and waterfall cap profiles. (also available on all-stained ends)
Pew ends add the finishing touch to and enhance the hand crafted beauty of our distinctive Imperial pew.

Standard versions are shown here, and each type of end has many options to personalize them to your preferences.

See our options for edge molds (page 8), traceries and routings (page 10).

Imperial equips all pew ends and outside supports with dual concealed anchors. Imperial anchors eliminate rocking to ensure years of trouble-free, maintenance-free use.
Cantilever ends offer a modern look as well as increase access into and out of the pew. Still, they maintain the overall appearance of a more traditional pew end.

**Edge mold**

Imperial’s edge mold designs offer another way to enhance the look of the pew end and bring out it’s natural beauty. Some of the most popular styles are shown here.
Pew End Accents

No. 80 Decorative Panel
No. 19 Cross Design
No. 17 Cross Design

The above accents are incised into face. When stained, it highlights the beauty.

No. T1 Tracery
No. T2 Tracery
No. T3 Tracery
No. T4 Tracery
No. T6 Tracery

No. P2 Rosette
Only available with END NO. 900 and C-900.

No. P3 Carving
Only available with END NO. 900 and C-900.

No. 40 Series Pew Ends

All pew ends from this unique, traditional series (pg. 7) are available with a choice of plain face, simple incised rout, or decorative panel. Each rout is tailored to the profile of the end.

No. 40C Plain Faced
No. 40A Incised
No. 40C T7
added kneelers
are available
in any upholstery
fabric to coordinate
with pews or chairs.

Metal Folding Kneeler

Wood Folding Kneeler

**Kneelers**

**Bookracks**

**UNDERSEAT BOOKRACKS**

- **NO. 202 (2 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 203 (3 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 204 (4 BOOKS)**

- **NO. 302 (2 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 303 (3 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 304 (4 BOOKS)**

- **NO. 402 (2 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 403 (3 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 404 (4 BOOKS)**

- **NO. 502 (2 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 503 (3 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 504 (4 BOOKS)**

- **NO. 5204 (4 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 5304 (4 BOOKS)**
- **NO. 5404 (4 BOOKS)**

**Card pocket**
3 L" wide x 2 I" high x G"

**NO. 21**
Card and Pencil Holder

**NO. 5**
Cup Holder
1" x 2" x 9 H" Long

Underseat bookracks hold 3 Books

Imperial Woodworks • 1.800.234.6624 • info@pews.com
Imperial miters are engineered for maximum strength and durability. This is accomplished with the use of a solid oak miter divider in the pew back. The supports on each side are anchored to the floor to ensure strength, rigidity, and provide a lifetime of trouble-free service.

Imperial divisions are built to accomplish the same thing for straight pews that our miters do for angled pews. At a division, the seats are screwed directly together, and the backs have a solid oak divider to securely join them together.

**Pew Fronts**

Our pew fronts exemplify the high quality that we take pride in. Choose the pew front to complement your Imperial pews. Standard height is 32” from the floor.
Defined Pew Seating

- Can be used with any of our standard upholstered pew bodies
- Helps to maximize usage of your full seating capacity
- Defined back cushions can be adjusted to fit pews according to any specific pew layout
- Allows flexible definition of seating without uncomfortable armrests or divisions

Chairs

Available in metal and wood frames, with styles and colors to match pews. Contact our office for additional information.

Chancel Furniture

Imperial offers many styles of all types of chancel furniture. Custom items are also available. Contact our office for additional information.
“Imperial Woodworks has installed fabric style benches in over 50 courtrooms and all wood style benches in several waiting areas. … The products, pricing and service provided have been more than satisfactory. Their performance at all levels of these projects has been great including design services, production time frames, scheduling, coordination and installation.”

Vic Scamara, Court Facilities Project Manager

“…Imperial Woodworks exemplifies a company that earns their customers praise through hard work and dedication to deliver the finest quality products and services that you our patron deserve and expect. It is due to this professionalism that we highly recommend Imperial Woodworks to you and your religious community.”

Dennis Orosz – Contract & Business Development Manager

“…When delivered, on time and as promised, the pews were beautiful! … Imperial is a company that not only makes beautiful furniture, they stand behind their product 100%. … I can heartily recommend … Imperial Woodworks to any group in search of fine furniture.”

Lawrence N. Brouse – Owner’s Representative

“… I wanted to say thank you for providing (us) with not only excellent product but most important excellent service. Please keep providing your great service. I look forward to working with you in the future.”

Todd Russell – Executive Administrator